Map design relies on the role of the graphic designer. Without a better
understanding of how the mind interprets and responds to certain shapes and
colors, we would not be able to travel with the level of efficiency that we do today.
Wayfinding and map design can be found in nearly every public area that we go to.
This report will cover the types of wayfinding that are used throughout the world,
print or interactive, and what makes for the most successful approach. Ways that
mapping systems can become more innovative and aid in better traveling
experiences will also be looked at.
Since the beginning of time, humans have been using maps and symbols to
help them wayfind. Symbols were first drawn in caves to help guide people
thousands of years ago. Paper maps were first created to navigate cities. Now, maps
are becoming more innovative with the progression of technology each day. So is
there anything left that we have not done? Yes. Maps have most always been about
how to get from point a to b. Something that we have yet to really delve into is
creating a mapping system that is meant to give options or find us a new pathway. It
could give the user better alternative choices or more enjoyable routes based on
what the user is looking for that day. How is this possible? We will look at the ways
we use and understand navigational materials today, and apply them into this
concept for the future.
Through studies of public interest in the community, we can make maps less
about point a to b and more about finding a new journey along the way to where
you are going. Before one can begin doing that we need to know as much as we can
about what routes people enjoy traveling on most. Daniele Quercia has been
teaming up with Yahoo to study this very thing.

They digitally crowdsourced images to study which locations were liked best
or seen as the happiest. Individuals were shown images of urban scenes around
London and surveys were taken on which were the most beautiful or most favorable.
They have been working on an interface that will allow these images to be available
online for users to provide feedback on. Eventually, their goal is to have a map
system similar to Google streetview, but allow users to add different images of these
views to provide better feedback to the user. Their study is still being developed but
this could be one step closer to achieving a better traveling experience.
I also conducted a study on whether a mapping system should be going in
this direction or not. The feedback I was provided with was that it depended on the
situation or circumstances an individual was put in that day. Some days, a person
may be running late and may just need to get to their location as fast as possible.
One suggestion on improving the proposed reroutes during high traffic times could
be calculated based on communication or better tracking of those taking different
nearby routes at that time. This could help to evenly distribute travelers and help
reduce the amount of accidents each year. To better decide which type of day the
user was having, the application could allow for the user to choose this option before
selecting a route.
How we operate along these routes also important to know in order to break
out of the point a to b travel. Learning how each of us navigate can aid in finding the
best personalized experience for each user. This can vary greatly depending on
familiarity and one’s sense of direction. With a low amount of either, navigating can
prove to be very difficult for some. Some studies have went so far as to say that even
sexual differences can play a role in how we travel. One scientist by the name of

Lawton, found that men navigated easier with mapping systems and women were
better with using landmarks to direct them. Information like this is very necessary in
creating the most effective navigation system. Knowing this, we can create a better
system of signage on the road that could coordinate with the application seamlessly.
When redesigning a wayfinding system, we must also look at how signage is
perceived by the public in order to be effective. Those of the elderly population
usually tend to experience more problems when trying to comprehend road signs.
Timeliness of driver decision making and lack of information can also have a major
impact on how effective a sign is. That is why environmental graphic designers, or
EGDs are so important. They must figure out the simplest way to direct drivers while
also keeping the look of the sign attractive. Keeping a consistent color and type
system in place is very crucial, while also using the correct semiotics that the public
understands.
Studying effective landmarks and creative wayfinding is just as important as
the application we use to guide us. The best type of signage is the one that is placed
strategically, can be easily interpreted and almost acts as if it is part of the landscape.
Physical maps, street numbers, signs used in hospitals and sports centers all fall
under the realm of EGD. Consistency is key when incorporating wayfinding and app
design together into one system. Including the same color as well as good
descriptors into a map application can provide an extra level of ease for the user. A
universal design system for all hospitals is an important example that could help us
also better recognize centers for emergency and cause less confusion amongst the
public.

Google is one of the most advanced mapping systems we have to this day.
Before the year 2004, we used printed maps from mapquest or we bought maps
from the store to guide us along the road. Each year since then, Google has slowly
integrated better and more innovative technology into their system. Currently, they
are working on incorporating AR into their map interface. Once aspect of this would
include real-time walking mode to give turn-by-turn directions.
How have they continuously improved? Through studying users search
information and how people use their mapping system while using some of the best
developers out there. Some studies that have been conducted so far show that
mobile wayfinding is used collaboratively, or with more than just one person. More
often than not, there will be a narrator and a scout. The scout is the one doing the
driving and the narrator will read off the device and direct. The level of
communication while navigating can also greatly impact the ease of travel. The pair
could interpret the map or one other differently.
Once we have all of the research successfully conducted, we can enjoy the
benefits this new form of navigation could bring us. Getting away from the same
basic path could amount to a mini vacation for some. It allows us to explore new
places without having to go too far away. Getting away and taking breaks or small
vacations have been proven to increase productivity and happiness of most
individuals. Allowing for a mapping system that can give a new experience each
time we are on the road could benefit our overall health. Various studies have shown
that travel is an important factor in reducing work and family related stress. Many
Americans are putting more hours into their career each year and some are not able
to afford an extended vacation. Getting the chance to have a mini break can also

help us to learn more about the city in which we live in while we are preventing
burnout from life’s everyday duties. In the process of finding new places to go, this
can also help to grow the economy and build better business for companies around
the world.
As technology progresses each year, we become less focused on enjoying our
surroundings and more into what is going on on our phones. Making our traveling
experiences more about the journey and less about how we can get somewhere
quickly is one way in which we can improve driver safety and our overall quality of
life. Making our navigational systems more customized, comprehensible and
cohesive for each person is a step in the right direction. I have faith that one day we
can reach this advancement in technology and reconnect with the world around us
again.
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